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Abstract
This paper describes the practical use of the RAP system,
a rapid prototyping syst em for algebraic specifications
combining term rewriting and res olution technique•: :: After
a sketch o f the general aims of RAP, the behaviour of the
system is described from the user's point of view,
illustrated by detailed examples of moderate ' size.

This wo rk was sp o nsored by th e ESPRIT project 432 METEOR and th e
Sonderforschungsbereich 49
/Prog rammier t echnik l at the Technische
Uni ve rsi t ~ t Mtlnchen.
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CHAPTER -1
RAPID PROTOT,Y.PING FOR ALGEBRAI;C SPECIFICATIONS

In this .chapter t h;e • ·general aims of the RAP -system are ex p1a-i -n•ed•.
The rela tiorts hip to s o ftware engineering and programming concepts is
dis cu ssed.
1.1

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT BY FORMAL METHODS

Nowadays' att.err,pts to imp.rove the software development ·proc·ess
aim a t , the f ol l owing p oi ntis:
reli,ablity of the final· product
e xa ct fu1f ·i l,ment, o f the users' requirements
mod u l ·a•r -i ty '<!rf t he product , as well as of the developmen t
pr o.c e s s '
ea·se = f · m,odification and maintenance
reusability of development work.
.,
It is a widel y accepted thesis that all these aims can be achieved by
using a f o rmal appr o ach
([Bauer, Wessner 82]).
For this purpose a
homogeneous formal
frame wo rk
("single linguistic framework",
cf.
[Jonkers, Koymans ~ . Renardel 85]) is needed which
allows
nota t i o ns powerful eno ugh t o e x press the users'
,~vequi:r-ements in a ·simple way
n,
.all ews, n ot-at.ions o perat,ional enough to describe concr.ete
·· implemgnbations
- ·~,, ha: a: "sounct ma t, hema t ical basis usable f o r
verification of
dev·e·l:opm e rrt ·steps
support:s ·1modular specif i ca ti on and de v el o pmen t .
We belie v e t ha t hierar ch ical algebraic specificati o ns ([Wirsing et al.
83 J ) , ·corrsti tu t e · a · f c, rmal ism which meets t hese requirements.
They
comprise specification styles o n different le v els of abstraction:
v er y compa ct abs t ra ct specificati o ns (using e.g.
full first
,o rde r l o·g ic)·
ra-ther abs t ra ct but already o pera t i o nal : -pecificat,ions (usi n g
Horn cl ause logic and t erm re wr iti ng, cf .
[P ada witz 85])
conmr~te i mplemen t ati o ns
( usin g specifications o f
mach ine
mod els ) .
Furtherm o re , stepwise corr e ct t ransf or mati ons of specificati o ns c an be
formula t ed and f ormally v erified whic h lead from more ab: tract to more
-
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concrete levels.
In this paper we address the second level, i.
e.
Horn clause
logic .
This specification style turns out to be abstract enough to
describe abstract data types in a natural way, and operational enough
to admi t powerful interpreters.
1.2

RAPID PROTOTYPING AND SPECIFICATION TESTING

One of the recently much discussed concepts
in
software
engineering is "Rapid Prototyping" ( [Budde et al.
84)).
Prototyping
means the construction of a simplified predecessor
("prototype") of
the final
product during an early phase of the software de v elopment
process, in ord~r to compare the f nformal requirements of the customer
with the actual behaviour of the intended software product.
There is
an increasing number of software engineering scientists which do no
longer see a contradiction between formal specification and rapid
pro-cot.·ypi'n'g, but investigate tools for the systematic construction of
prototypes
out · or
formal
specifications ([Berry, Wing 85)).
Prototypes produced this way may be fairly
inefficient compared to
hand-made ones, but they are built up automatically ~nd hence quickly
- an important factor of economy - and they ensure correctness w.r.t.
the specification.
'Usually, prototypes serve for doing ,··tasts conoerni'ng -properties
of the intended product.
Unfortunately, 'tests · do ,, no.t · guarantee
correctness:
If the specification and the requirements- ·d.iffer,
this
will be detected eventually,
but if they are equal ; it -cannot be
prc5v·ed·,1 ' Program testing cannot give full safety but ·confidence and
insight in the product and its behaviour, and this is a1 £ -we can gain
at this stage.
Therefore, it is important to do a ·systematic test
with the specification.
The RAP system offers fac f lit t es for this,
since it is able to ask more complex questions about a specification
thai jUCt evaluation of specified functions.

1.3

QUESTIONS TO AN INTERPRETER FOR ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS

In [Spec 85], a requirement definition for an interpreter for
alg'ebraic
specifications
is given by a list -of questions an
interpreter should be able to answer.
The following list is a subset
of
the 1 "questions
proposed
there.
Assume that ~n algebraic
specification defines a set of function symbols, a set of terms built
from these function symbols and the input-output •behaviour of the
function symbols.
·· 1.

Given fi::ed arguments, wh at
function?

is

the

v alue

of

a

specified

2.

Given a term built from th e specified func tions, what is
v alue?

3.

Given a v alue for a specified function, which arguments
to be supplied to the function to obtain it?

-
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its
have

4.

Gi v en two terms built from the specified functions, are their
v alues equi v alent?

5.

Gi v en a pr o position formulated by the specified functi o n s and
free v ariables,
are there substitutions of terms for the
v ari a bles, such that the proposition h o lds in the specified
theory?

To s o me e ,:tent, all t hese questions can be answered by the RAP system.
The RAP interpr e t er i s
able to solve systems of equations over the
given specification, i.e.
it looks for substitutions which fulfil a
system of equations co ntaining free variables.
This allows an
adequate tr eatmen t of q u est io n S above.
The other questions
(1-4)
turn out to be special cases o f
question S.
An example for a
treatm e nt o f th e fi v e ' ~u~stions by ' RAP ' can be found in chapter 3.
1.4

ALGEBRAIC PROGRAMMING

It is an interestin g obser v ation th a t
th ere is no sharp " edge
between very high · level p rog ramm i ng 1 ·a nguages and specifications ·of a
ce rtain style, ~ since th ese specifications have
an
operational
behaviour as well.
So , a new class of programming languages arises;
t hey use algebraic specifications as their main construct.
Apart from
t he s o f tw are eng i neeri ng concepts involved,
the RAP system is an
interpreter f o r a subh • · language.
We use the term "Algebrii ~
Programming" to stress t he similarity to logic programming as well as
the difference~ to • ' the usual PROLOG implementations.
RAP•·· is a
func tio na l · logi~ ·, programming language.
Similar to SLOG ([Ftibofirg
84]), it uses ori en t ed equational clauses based on a func tion al
.language
(this way better reflecting the particular role of equality
than PROLOG). , <In •~!fference to usual appr o aches to l o gic programming,
RAP provides complete evaluation s t rategies which simulate exactly the
abs t rac t ma t hema tical semantics ( and are independent of details like
e.g.
th e o rder o f formulae).

- 4 -
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CHAPTER Z
THE RAP SYSTEM FROM THE USER'S POINT OF VIEW

This chapter contains an introduction to the practical use of
algebraic specifications.
A well-known example , for a · specification is
presented.
The user interface of the, syst.em and the , possibilities for
observation and control of the internal actions of the interpreter are
illustrated using this example.
2,1 , , SEO - AN EXAMPLE FOR AN ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATION
= . Thw following text is an algebraic specification of sequences
natural numbers, formulated in the RAP specification language.
V

I '

type SEQ= Seq,empty,append,first,rest,conc,isempty,length~
basedon NAT, BOOL
sorts Seq
cfuncts empty : Seq,
append : (N at,Seq)Seq
functs

first :
res t :
cone :
isempty
length

(Seq)Nat,
( Seq)Seq,
(S eq,Seq)Seq,
: (Seq)Bool,
: ( Seq)Nat

laws all (s,sl,sZ : Seq, n,nl,nZ

Nat)

first(append(n,s )) -> n,
rest ( append(n,s)) -> s,
conc(empty,sl) -> sl,
conc(append(n,sl),sZ) -> append(n,conc(sl,sZ)),
isempty(empty) -> true,
isempty(append(n,s)) -> false,
-
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of

length(empty) -> O,
length ( append ( n,s)) -> succ(length(s))
end o ftype
The basi c specification unit .i~ a hierarchical alg•braic type,
encl o sed
i n t he keywords type and endoftype.
SEQ is a type
ident i f i er.
The list, of symbols in the heading of the type be1tweerr
the equal s i gn and ·the -co·lo·n· is a list of objects (sorts, function .
symb o ls ) e xported to the outside world (i.e.
to other specifications
which ma y refer to SEO) ~ The keyword basedon is followed by a list of
type names . which are considered as primitive. With this clause, ~ all
o b j e ct s e :-:ported from th,e. ., pr,imitive types
(NAT,
BOOL) are made.
a v ailable in the hierarchical type (SEQ).
By the keyword sor,ts a
number of identifiers for data domains is introduced.
The functs and
cfuncts announc-e
·a
list
of
-function
names
together
with
functionalities
(domain
and
codomain).
The
symbols in i. t:hecfuncts-list are called , constructors.
Sorts and function names
together form a signature.
The signature is usually followed by -a
list of laws beginning with an universal quantifier over variable
names.
The laws are positive conditional equations which are
interpreted as (conditional) rewrite rules:
tl = tl'
&
& tn = tn'
=>
tl -> tr
(where ti, ti', tl and tr are terms built from the
current type and its primitive types, n >= 0)

signature

of

the

The terms have t .i:J'. ocbey the, functionalities of the function symbols and
var~ables they are constructed of ("strong typing").
Overloading is
forbidden.
As the rewr i te rules are appl i ed in one direction
only,
completeness is lost, e xcept that the set of rules is confluent (Le. ,
has the Church -Ro sser pr o perty) . This has, however, to be ensured by •
tihe user, and is- not checked within RAP.
More detailed material about,
t h is · t opici can be found in [Hussmann 85a].
, , ·· SEO h·as · t he foll-owing intended (informal) meaning:
Seq is the ·
S"oYt~- of · sequ·ences of · natural numbers, empty creates an empty sequence, ,
append adds an element to a sequence, first delivers the firs~ ·element ·
of a sequence , rest removes it, isempty asks whether a sequence is
emp ty , , length computes the number of entries of a sequence, and cone
yields the c o ncate n ation of two sequences.
2.2
; :; *• -~

A FIRST LOOK TO THE RAP SYSTEM
,_:_~ . -1

The RAP s y st em is -writt en in a fairl y por t able PASCAL diale ct.
It is a v ailable f e r the VAX/ VMS and IBM VM/SP CMS o perating systems, a
UNIX v ersion is in preparation . The examples in this paper have been
performed on a VAX 1 1 / 75 0 under VMS .
The user i n t erface of RAP
c onsist s just o f a specification c o mpiler and a command i nterpreter.
Note that there is no editor available within the system.
This has
the consequence that the specificati o n and e v en t he questi o ns which
are asked to the interpreter ha v e to be supplied by te x t files.
Impr ov ements o f this simple user interfa c e are planned for a future
v ersi o n of RAP o n a SUN workstati o n.
-
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The most importan t commands are
READ - read types and tasks from a file
checks
EXEC - e x e cut e a t ask
Useful is also
- _SHOW -

and

perform

synta x

inspect a type or t ask within the sys t em

an& ,- ~u rther commands for
inspection of the system status, f o r
retriev i ng results of earlier executfons, for adjus tm en t of som e
system ·parame t ers etc . On-line help (in English) is a v ailable via t he
command HELP.
Fo r some commands, in particular f o r the EXEC command,
a number of options is admitted, which allow parameter ad justments
(e.cg.
search strategies of the interpret~) . A complete descrip tion
o f tne•·R'AP system is [Hussmann BSb]-.
If the specification SEQ is written onto a file (let us call it
SEQFI DE ), - the next step is -t,he formulation of some question to th e
interpreter.
We assume that the following simple task is written onto
another file (called TASKFILEl):
task Tl = u:
basedon SEQ,NAT
unknowns u : Seq
g o als
co nc(u,appen d(Z, emp ty)I

append(l,append(Z,empty ))

endoftask
The heading o f a task contains an identifier for the task and a
list of v ariables wh ic h are of interest to the outside worl~.
The
part ·f o llowing basedon specifies the types in vo l v ed , in the task.
Introduced b y unknowns, local "unknown" v ariables are declared.
These •
are free variables f o r which t he system will try '· to find correct ·
substitutions.
Finally a list of equations is gi v en which formulates
the question (goals).
Not e th at here equations are neith&r rewr ite
ru l es n o r
a >: ioms,
al t h ou gh their synta>: is the same, and th-at these"
equat io n s may n ot have premises.
. , ,,
The e xample t a sk abo v e asks for a substitution of the sequenc·ec.
v ariable u such th a t
th e co ncatenation o f u wi-th- the·, sequence <Z>
yields t he sequence <1,2 > . Obviously, we e 1 pect that t he variable u
is ch aracterized to be <1 > .
The following t e x t
coinpu t-ing this example.

is a listing of a dialog with the
User input is pri·nted boldface.

RAPID PROTOTYPING SYSTEM Ve rsi on 1.3 READY
RAP > read seqfile
Reading typ e SEQ .
RAP > read taskfilel
Rea ding task Tl.
RAP > show tl
tas k Tl= u:
-
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RAP

.

'

system

basedon SEO,NAT
unknowns u:Seq
goals
conc(u,append(Z, emp ty))

append( 1, append(Z,empty) )

end o ftask
RAP > e x ec tl
*** Solution f ou nd***
[u = append(l,empty)J
CONTINUE ? yes
CPU TIME: 1.84
RAP> exit
We present f o ur additional tasks below, each of them representing
a
typical kind of task.
The first one is a task which is
uns a ti sfiable :
If
a
sequence
remains
non-empty
after
3
rest-operations, it c annot have the length Z.
task NOSOLNS = u:
basedon SEQ, NAT , BOOL
unkn owns u
Seq
goals
length(u)
Z,
isempty(rest(rest(rest(u))))'= false
end o f t ask
When executing this task, the system correctly responds:
No solution found.
CPU TIME: 3.39
A second t ask has se ver al solutions:
How can a sequenc e of
be composed from two other sequences by co ncatenation?

le ngth

t ask FI VESOLNS = x, y:
basedon SEQ,NAT
unknowns x,y : Seq
goals
conc( :-: ,y)

appe n d(l 0, append(Z O, append (30 ,append(40,empty ))))

end o f t ask
*** Solution f ound ***
[ v

y

emp ty,
append ( 1 0 ,append (ZO, append (30,append(40,empty)))))

CO NTIN UE? yes
*** Solut i o n found***
-
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4

[x
y

append(lO,empty),
append(ZO,append(30,append(40,empty)) ))

CON TINUE? yes ·
*** Solution f ou nd***
[x

y

append(lO,append(ZO,empty)),
append(30,append(40,empty))]

CONTINUE? yes
*** Solution found***
[x

y

append(10,append(ZO,append(30,empty))),
append(40,empty))

CONTINUE? yes
*** Solution found***
[x

y

append(10,append(ZO,append(30,append(40,empty)))),
empty)

CONTINUE? yes
CPU TIME: 4.21
The next task has an infinite number of solutions.
If the user did
not
stop
the
system,
it would proceed enumerating solutions
infinitely.
In order to cope with such situations the user is asked
everytime a solution is found whether continuation · is desired.
The *<number>-terms occurring in the solutions denote "new" free
variables generated by the system.
Any term can be substituted for
them to obtain a more special correct solution.
task MANYSOLNS

=

x, y:

basedon SEQ,NAT
unknowns x, y : Seq
goals
length( x)

lengthly)

endoftask
*** Soluti o n found***
[ X

y

*1,
*l)

CON TIN UE? yes
*** Soluti o n f o und***
[x
y

append(*4,empty),
append(*6,empty))

CONTINUE? yes
*** Soluti o n f ou nd***
[ x

y

append(*4,append(*10,empty)),
append(*12,append(*14,empty)))
-
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CONTINUE ? yes
*** Solution f o und***
[y

append l *4,append(*10,append(*18,empty))),
appendl*Z O,append(*ZZ,append(*24,empty))))

CON TIN UE? yes
*** Soluti o n found***
[=

y

append(*4,app end ( *lO,append(*lB,append(*28,empty)))),
append(*30,append(*32,append(*34,append(*36,empty)))))

CONTINU E? no
CPU TIME: 14.85
Note that th e solution [x = empty, y = empty)
is not shown , by -the
system , since it is a special case of the v ery firs t solution.
A f ou rth e xample shows an unsatisfactory property of the
RAP
interpreter
(w h ich is known from interpreters at all).
The system
s ometimes does not t erminate; here, e . g.
af t er all solutions have
been found.
task NONTERM

=

x , y:

basedon SEQ,NAT
unkno wns x , y : Seq
goals
length(x)
conc( x ,yl

lengthly ),
app end( 1, append(2,append(3,append(4,empty))))

endoftask
· *** Soluti o n found***
,,;

J

[x

y

append(l,append(Z,empty)),
append ( 3,append(4,empty)))

.CONTINUE?

yes

.. . non-termination

2.3

OBSERVING INTERNAL STEPS OF THE ALG ORITHM

The algorithm used by the system is an o ptimized vari ant of the
so-called conditional narrowing alg o rithm
([Huss mann 85a)).
Since
this pr ocedure has e x p o nential comple xity and does not
always
terminate,
facilities for observing t he i nternal steps of the
alg o rithm are important: Th e RAP sys t em o ffers two possibilities for
this purpose: - th e TRACE and DEBUG options o f the EXEC com man d.
The
TRACE option creates a listing file of all internal steps, the DEBUG
• option ~11 ow~ interacti ve o bser vati o n o f
the algorithm during a
terminal sessi on.

- 10 -

Below a sketch of the conditional narrowing algorithm is given to
enable the understanding of the internal steps.
We call a system of equations together with a substitution a goal.
goal is given by the equation system supplied in the
The v ery firs t
There are basically two ways
user's task; its substitution is empty.
to derive from a goal G:
Unification Step:
If there is a substitution for the variables which leads to a
syntactical identity of the left and right hand sides of each
equation in G, a most general substitution with this property is
computed (u nification) and applied to G.
The new substitution is
displayed as a solution.
· Narrowing Step:
If there is a substitution for the variables which all ows the
application of a (conditional) rewrite rule to an equation of G,
a most general substitution with this property is computed.
A
new goal is generated which is composed as follows:
the computed substitution is applied to _the goal and the
rewrite rule
the conclusion of the rewrite rule is applied to the goal
the premises of the rewrite rule are added to the new goal.
The narrowing step is a combination of rewriting with resolution
techniques.
The RAP system looks for all possible derivations which
start from a given task (resp.
its goals) and, after a sequence of
narrowing steps, lead to a unification step.
In addition, the
intermediate goals are simplified (rewriting to normal form, expansion
of auxiliary variables, decomposition into a simpler goal) and useless
goals are discarded (unsatisfiability, subsumption
i.e.
special
case of another goal).
Note that a considerable gain in power is
achie v ed by this combination of resolution
(logic programming) and
rewriting
(functional programming).
The rewriting process allows
partial symbolic e valuation in the intermediate goals.
This way the
computation tree is kept rather small.
If the task Tl defined above is executed with ·the
the dialog looks like the following:

TRACE

option,

RAP> exec/trace tl
*** Solution found***
[u = append(l,empty)]
CONTINUE? yes
CPU TIME: 2 . 79
Trace file Tl.TRC created.
·The contents of file Tl.TRC is listed in the appendix.
The file
contains all steps of the computation together with the resp.
goals.
If the DEBUG option is used, trace information appears on the
screen.
After each narrowing step the system is stopped and input
from the user is expected:
Empty input causes the system to proceed
by one step.
A command language is available to obtain useful
-
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information about the status o f
the e xecuti on .
dialogs are given in the appendix, too.
2.4

Ex amples

for

such

SEARCH STRATEGIES

The conditional narrowing algorithm consists of an inspection of
all derivation sequences composed from narrowing and unification
steps.
The set of possible sequences can be considered as a
(generally infinit e ) tree
(proof tree).
So , the question arises in
which order the nodes of this tree are visit ed.
Both depth-first and
breadth-first strategies can be switched on.
The examples above have
been performed depth-first.
For a fair search, however, breadth-first·
is the better choice.
Consider the f ol lowing task (enumeration of
ordered sequences):
type SORTED= issorted:
basedon SEQ,NAT,BOOL
functs issorted

(Seq )Bool

laws all (x,y : Nat, s : Seq)
issorted(empty) -> true,
issorted(app-nd(x,empty)) -> true,
le( x,y) = tru e =>
issorted(app~nd(x,ap pend(y,s) )) -> issorted(append(y,s)),
le (x,y) =false= >
issorted(append( x, append(y,s))) -> false
endoftype

,,.

task ISSl = x :
basedon SEQ,SORTED,NAT,BOOL
unkno wns x : Seq
goals
issorted(x)

true

end oftask
Note:
le is t he built~in "less oi equal"-function on natural numbers.
If the RAP system executes this task with the default depth-fi~st '
strategy, it s~aits tb enumerate the following solutions:
·r•-~
[x
[x
[x
[x
[x

empty]
append(Al,empty)]
append (O ,append(*3,empty ))]
append(O,append(O,append(*9,empty) ))J
appendlO,append(O,append(O,append(A15,empty) JIIJ

This is not exactly what we may expect:
The solutions are correct but
a rather special selection out of the complete set o f solutions.
Using the breadth-first search the enumeration starts with the
- 12 -

following' ones:
[x
[x

[x
[•
[x
[x

empty]
append(*l,empty)]
append( O,append(*3, empty))]
append(l,append(succ(*lO),empty))]
append(O,append(O,append(*18,empty)))]
append(2,append(succ(succ(*25) ) ,empty))J

This way to enumerate sorted sequences is complete in the sense
in an infinite enumeration every solution will occur eventually.

that

Remarks:
The same example is studied in [Bouge e t al .
85) as an example
for test set generation out of algebraic specifications.
Results on
the comparison of search strategies are contained in [Geser,
Hussmann
86].

The reason for the different behaviour of both strategies can be
observed using the DEBUG mode of RAP.
During an e xecution of a task
the RAP system maintains a so-called wave of goals, i.e.
the sequence
of goals which
is the basis for further derivations.
At the
b eginning,
the wave is initialized to contain only
the
goal
corresponding to the given task.
In a step of the algorithm, the
first goal of the wave is chosen and the next possible narrowing step
is performed.
If a new subgoal results from this step, it is ch ecked
whether a unification step is possible.
Then it is inserted into the
wave
in case of depth-first search at the top of the wave
(stack-like), in case of breadth-first search at th e end (queue-like).
There are DEBUG-commands for inspection of the current goal wave (shw
command)
and the current proof tree
(t command).
Listings of
DEBUG-dialogs of the task ISSl with both strategies are found in the
appendix (only the first steps o f each computation).
A comparison of
the listings shows that the depth-first strategy follows a rather
special and infinite way down the proof tree while the breadth-first
strategy exhausts the whole tr ee in a slow but safe manner.
2.5

INTERACTIVE SEARCH CONTROL

The DEBUG mode of RAP allows not only computations automatically
controlled by a search strategy, but also an interactive way to lead
the system to special solutions.
The key idea is as follows:
If the
br-eadth-first strategy is swi t,ched on and a certain goal is attacked,
the system tries all possible narrowing steps starting with this goal
and produces the resp.
new goals.
The user now may judge these new
goals, and select the most promising one.
A DEBUG command
(cur)
pushes the selected goal onto th e top of the goal wave, so the system
will proceed with this goal.
As the rest of the goal wave is kept, it
is also possible to backtrack from a wrong choice.
However, if this
is not wanted, e.g.
because the wave becomes too large,
another
DEBUG-command
(sell
can be used to delete from the wave front all
goals but the first o ne.

l -
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~~;s search mode turned out to be a
powerful tool for the
investigation of t asks whic h are too large for automatic computation.
In the appendi x a listing of a session is given where the user aimed
at the solution
[x
append(l,append(Z,empty))]
for
ISSl.
Ev en
better, the system delivered a more general solution:
[x = append (1, append(succ ( *13),empty))J.

-
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CHAPTER 3
TYPICAL QUESTIONS TO RAP

In this chapter an ov er vi e w of typical questi o ns asked to RAP
gi v en, refer ring to the list of ques tions mentioned in 1.4.
3.1

is

A REVE RSAL FUNCTION FOR SEQUENCES

The func tion re v specified below serves as a running e xample
this ch ap te r.

for

ty pe REV= rev:
basedon SEQ, NAT
functs rev : (Seq)Seq
la ws all (s:Seq, x :Nat)
rev(empty) -> empty,
rev(append( x,s)) -> conc(r e v(s), append( x, empty))
end oftype

3.2

QUESTION 1
Given fi xed arguments, what is
function?

the

An e xample for a simpl e e v alua tio n
<1,2 , 3> .
It is simple to translate
int r oduction of an unknown-variab le:
task EVAL = :: :
basedon SEQ, NAT, REV
Seq
go als
- 15 -

val ue

of

a

specified

i s reverting the sequence
this questi o n into a task by

x

=

re v( append (1, append(2,app en d(3,empty))))

end oft ask
*** So luti o n found***
[x

= append(3,append(Z,append(1,empty)))]

CONTINU E? yes
CPU TIME: 1.46

3. 3

QUESTION 2
Gi v en a t erm built from the spec i fied func tio ns, what is its
value?

Th is comprises th e e v aluati o n of mor e complex terms
occurrences o f functions, e.g.:

with

nested

t ask TE VAL = x:
based o n SEQ, NAT, REV
unknown s x : Seq
goals
x = re v( re v( append(l , append(Z,append (3, emp ty)))))
endof t ask
*** So luti o n found***
[x

= append(l,append(2,append(3,empty)))]

CONTINUE ? yes
CPU TIME: 2. 41

3.4

QUESTION 3
Gi v en a value for a specified functi o n, which arguments ha v e
to be supplied to the function to obt ain it?

We ask:
Which sequence has to be gi v en to
resu lt · <l ,2 ,3 ) ?
task IEI/AL

:-: :

based o n SEO, NAT, REV
~t

unkn ow hs x : Seq

- 16 -

rev

to

a c hie v e

the

goals
rev(x)

append(l,append(2,append(3,empty)))

endoftask
*** Solution found***
[x

=

append (3,append(2,appen d(l,empty)) ))

CONTINUE? no
CPU TIME: 3.47
Note: The answer "yes" would lead to nontermination.

3.5

QUESTION 4
Given two terms built from
their v alues equivalent?

the

specified

functions,

are

The most interesting application of this question is to test
whether the functional behaviour of two specified functions is the
same.
Let us define anoth~r specification of reversal.
The following
type stems from [Huet, Hullot 82).
type BREV

=

brev:

basedon SEQ, NAT
functs brev : (Seq)Seq,
(Nat,Seq)Nat,
brevl
brev2 : (Nat,Seq)Seq
laws all (r,s,t : Seq, x,y,z

Nat)

brev(empty) - > empty,
brev(append(x,s)) -> append(brevl(x,s),brev2(x,s)),
brevl(x,empty) -> x,
brevl(x,append(y,s)) -> brevl(y,s),
brev2(x,empty) -> empty,
brevZ(:,append(y,s)) - >
brev(append( x ,brev(brevZ(y,s))))
endoftype
For a systematic test whether rev and brev behave the same way it is
necessary to generate a lot of questions of the form rev(x)
brev(x)
where x is an arbitrary sequence The RAP system simplifies this
job
since it accepts the equation rev(x) = brev(x) and looks for sequences
fulfilling the equation.
The user has to check
whether
the
enumeration of seuences is complete
otherwise a hint for a
count ere xample has been found.
Not e that the system tries to give an
infinite enumeration of all sequences.
This indicates that the
- 17 -

equa tio n cou ld b e a th e or e m prov able by s t ruc t ural i nduct io n.
t as k EQRE V = x:
b a s e don S EQ, NA T, RE V, BREV
u nkn own s x : Seq
go a ls
re v(:-:)

br e v( :: )

e ndofta sk
En umer a t e d so lu t i o ns:
[ ::
[x
[•
["

3. 6

empt y)
a ppe n d ( *l,emp ty)J
appen d( * l ,append ( *B , empty ) ) )
append ( *l , append(*B,append(A2 7 ,emp t y ))) )

QV ESTION 5
Gi v en a pr o pos i ti o n f o rmulated by the specified functions
and free v ar i ables, are there substitut io ns of terms for the
v aria b les, such t ha t t he pr o position holds in the specified
t,he o r y ?

We gi v e three e x amples here.
The first one is a proposition
which sh ou ld hold f or a re v ersal fun c ti o n.
Aga i n RAP starts to
enumera t e all sequ en c es.
task REVREV = x :
based o n SEQ , NAT, REV
u nkn ow ns x : Seq
g o als
x

=

re v( re v(x))

e ndo f t ask
En umera t e d so lu tio ns:
[x
[x
[x
[x
[x

emp ty)
append ( * l ,emp ty))
append ( Al,append ( A7 ,emp t y )) )
append ( *l,append ( A7 ,append ( A2 3 ,empty))))
append ( *l,append(A 7 ,append ( * 23 ,appe nd( * 55 , e mp ty)))))

-
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The second and third example have been proposed by Maurice Nivat
during a RAP demonstration.
The f ollowing task asks for a symmetric
sequence of length
4 the first 2 elements of which are fixed.
Obviously , there is e x actly one solution:
task NI VAT

=

x:

basedon SEQ, NAT, REV
unknowns x : Seq
goals
rev ( i:) = x ,
length (x) = 4,
first(J:) = 1,
first(rest( x))

2

end oftask
*** Solution found***
[x

=

append(l,append (2,app end(2,append(l,empty ))))J

CONTINUE? yes
CPU TIME: 18.05

An interesting variant o f t his e xample is
symmetri c sequen ces .
task NIV2

=

the

following:

Enumerate

x:

basedon SEQ,NAT,REV
unknowns x : Seq
goals
rev(

i:)

=

x

endoftask

Enumerated solutions:
[x
[x
[x
[v

[x

empt y]
append (*l,e mpt y)J
append l*l,app en d(*l ,empty) ) J
append(*l,append ( *4,append(*l,empty)))J
append (*l,app end (*4,a ppend ( *4,append ( *l,empty))))J

[ ):

append l *l,append ( *4,append(*11,append(*4,append(*1,empty)))))J

-
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CHAPTER 4
POSITIONS IN LISP TREES - A MORE COMPLEX EXAMPLE

A more complex e x ample is studied in this chapter.
Some
operations on LISP trees are defined and examples for RAP computations
are given.
RAP contains a facility to write a summary file of an
execution which contains information about the strategy, the solutions
f o und, and the CPU time used.
So the greater part of this chapter is
formed by listings of RAP input and output files.
If a listing
contains the remark "execution stopped by user", there might have been
an infinite computation otherwise.
4.1

LISP TREES

The f o llowing specification defines the binary labelled trees as
used in LISP as "S-e xp ressions" ([McCarthy 60)).
The type ID is a
built-in typ e of RAP which specifies identifiers (sta ndard denotation
beginning with a qu ot e).
type LISP

Lisp, make , cons, car, cdr, atom, cont:

based on ID, BOOL
sorts Lisp
cfuncts make
cons
functs

IId)Lisp,
(Lisp,Lisp)Lisp

car, cdr : ( Lisp)Lisp,
a to m
(Lisp)Bool,
co nt
(Lisp)Id

laws all 111,12 : Lisp,

Id)

car(cons(ll,12)) -> 11,
cdr(cons(ll,12)) -> 12,
at o m( make (i)) -> t rue,
atom (cons( ll,12 )) - > false,
cont(make (i)) - > i
endoftype
-
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4.2

FLATTENING

The f unctio n flatten tr ansforms a LISP tree into another tree
which has "fla t " form (i.e .
is a list in McCarthy's terminology) and
contains the labels of the tree in preorder.
The tasks demonstrate
e v aluation of flatten and the inverse of flatten (questions 1 and 3).
type FLATLISP = append, flatten :
basedon LISP, ID
functs append
(Lisp,Lisp)L isp,
flatten : (Lisp)Lisp
laws all (11,12,13 : Lisp, i

Id)

append(make ('NIL),11) -> 11,
append (cons(ll,12),13) -> cons(ll,append(lZ,13)),
flatten(make(i)) -> cons(make(i),make('NIL)),
flatten(cons(ll,12)) -) append(flatten(ll),flatten(lZ) I
endoftype
task FLATTEST= ul:
basedon LISP, FLATLISP, ID
unknowns ul

: Lisp

goals
ul = flatten(cons(cons(make('a),cons(make('bl,make('cl)),
cons(cons(make( 'd) ,make( 'el I ,make( 'fl) I I
end oftask
1 solution found
Strategy: depth-first
Execution terminated: set of solutions is complete
CPU time: 4.22
List of solutions found:
[ul = cons(make('a),
cons(make( 'b),
cons(make( 'cl,
cons(make( 'di,
cons(make('e),cons(make('fl,make('NIL))))))IJ
task FLATINV = u2:
basedon LISP, FLATLISP, ID
- 21 -

unknowns u2

Lisp

goals
flatten(uZ)

cons(make( 'a),
cons(ma ke ( 'b),
cons(ma ke( 'c) ,make( 'NIL))))

end of task
2 solutions found
Strategy: breadth-first
Executi on stopped bf user
CPU ti me: 85.40
List of solutions found:
[u2

cons(make( 'a) ,cons(make( 'b) ,make( 'c))) J

[u2

cons(cons(mak e ('a),m ake('b) ),ma ke( 'c))]

The last e xample is a good illustration for the loss of efficiency
resulting from the exponential behaviour of the resolution algorithm .
4.2. 1

LISP Contexts

Similar to the example in [Broy 85], we give a specification of
LISP contexts.
The idea behind a context is a LISP tree wit h a "hole"
in whidh an oth er LISP tr ee fits.
In the algebraic formulation,
contexts are described by a new sort context with th e constructors
id :
the empty context consisting only of a hole
lcons :
a context representing a tree node with a complete
tree as the right son and a context as the left son
rc o ns :
same as lcons, but left and right exchanged.
The function glue models the insertion of a tree into the
context.
t,ype CONTEXT

Context, id, lcons, rcons, glue:

basedon LISP
sorts Cont,e:-:t
cfuncts id : Context,
lcons
(Context,Lisp)Context,
rcons
(Lisp,Context)Context
functs glue :

(Co nte ::t,,Li :p ) Lisp

laws all (11 , 12 : Lisp, c : Co nte xt)
glue(id,11) -> 11,
glue(lcons(c,11),12) -> glue(c,cons(lZ,11) ),
glue(rcons(ll,c),121 - > glue(c,cons(ll,12))
-
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hole

of

a

endoftype
The task CONTTEST asks for all pairs of a tree and a context
which the glue function delivers a given tree.

for

task CONTTEST = 1, c:
basedon LISP,CONTEXT
unknowns 1
C

Lisp,
Context

goals
glue(c,l)

cons(cons(mak e('a),make('b)),
cons(cons(make('c),cons(make('d),make('e))),
cons(m ake( 'f) ,make( 'g))))

endoftask
13 solutions found
Strategy: breadth-first
· DEBUG mode used
Execution stopped by user
CPU time: 93.45

List of solutions found:
(1 = cons(cons(make('a),mak e('b)) ,
cons(cons(make( 'c) ,cons(make( 'd) ,make( 'e))),
cons(make('f),m ake('g l)II,
c
id]

(1
c

cons(make( 'a) ,make( 'bl),
lcons(id,
cons(cons(make( 'cl ,cons(make( 'd) ,make( 'el) I,
cons(make( 'fl ,make( 'gl I I) J

(1

cons(cons(make('c),cons(make('d),make('e))),
cons(make('f),mak e ('g))),
rcons(cons(make('a),make('b)),id)J

c
(1
c

make( 'a) ,
lcons(lcons(id,
cons(cons(m ake ('c),cons( make( 'd),ma ke( 'e))),
cons(m ake ('f), make ('g)))),make ('b))]

(1
c

cons(make('c)icons(make( 'd),ma ke ('e)) ),
lcons(rcons(cons(make( 'a) ,make( 'b)) ,id),
cons(make( 'f) ,make( 'g))) J

(1
c

make('b),
r co ns(make( ' a ) ,
lcons(id,
cons(cons(m ake( ' c),cons(make('d),make('e))),
cons( make ( 'f) ,make( 'g))))) J
-
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[l
c

cons(make( 'f) ,m ake( 'g)) ,
r co ns (cons( make ('c),cons( make( 'd),make('e))),
rcons(cons(make('a),make('b)),id))]

[l
c

make ( 'c),
lcons(lcons(rcons(cons(make('a),make('b) ) ,id ) ,
co ns (make('f),make ('g))) ,
cons( make (' d),make('e )))]

[l
c

make('f),
lcons(rcons(co ns(make(' c ),c o ns(make('d ), make (' e))),
rcons (co ns(make('a ), make(' b)),id )),make('g))]

[l

co ns ( make ( ' d) ,make( ' e)),
rcons(make('c),
lcons(rcons(cons(make('a),make('b)),id),
cons(make( 'f) , make ( 'g))))]

c

[l

c

make('g),
rc o ns (m ake ('f),
rcons(cons(make( 'c ) ,cons ( make ( 'd) ,make( ' e))),
r co ns (co ns(make('a ) ,make ( 'b )) , i d)))]

[l
make ('d),
c = lcons(rcons(make('c),
lcons(rcons(cons(make('a),make('b)),id),
cons(make('f),make('g)))),
make ( 'e) )]
[l
c

4.3

make('e),
r co ns (make('d ),
r cons( make ( ' c) ,
lcons(rcons(cons(make( 'a),make ('b )),id),
co ns(make( ' f ),m ake ('g))))) ]

TREE POSITIONS

An in te res ti ng pr oper ty of contexts is that they can serve as an
applica tiv e
formulation f o r
procedural programming.
We call a
position a pair o f a t ree and a context .
The glue function applied to
a pos ition results in the tree the posi tion refers to.
Functions
transforming th ese p o s itio ns can also be seen as procedures for a walk
on the tree.
We define f ou r o f these fun c ti o ns
root :
jump to the r oot o f th e tr ee
up :
go one step upwards
ldown
go o ne step downw ards to the left hand side
rdown
go one step downwards to th e right hand side
type POSIT= Pos, pos, root, up, !down, rdown:
basedon LISP, CON TEXT
sort-s Po s
cfuncts pos

(Lisp, Co nte xt) Po s
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functs root, up, ldown, rdown :

(Pos)Pos

laws all (11,12 : Lisp, cl : Context, p : Pos)
root(pos(ll,cl)) -> pos(glue(cl,11),id),
up(pos(ll,lcons(cl,12))) -> pos(cons(ll,12),cl),
up(pos(l2,rcons(ll,cl))) - > pos(cons(ll,12),cl),
ldown(pos(cons(ll,12),cl)) -> pos(ll,lcons(cl,12)),
rdown(pos(cons(l1;1Z),c1 ) ) -> pos(l2,rcons(ll,c1))
endoftype
The task UP2 demonstrates how RAP can verify simple properties of
positions.
It delivers (in most general form) all trees for which it
is the same to go upwards two steps as to jump to the root.
task UP2 = q:
basedon LISP, CONTEXT, POSIT
unknowns q : Pos
goals
up(up(q))

root(q)

endoftask
4 solutions found
Strategy: depth-first
Execution terminated: set of solutions is complete
CPU time: 12.31

List of solutions found:
[q

pos(*l,lcons(lcons(id,*11),*3))]

[q

pos(*1,lcons(rcons(*17,id),*3))]

[q

pos(*3B,rcons(*39,lcons(id,*48)))]

[q

pos(*3B,rcons(*39,rcons(*54,id)))J
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CHAPTER 5
SET - A MORE SOPHISTICATED DATA TYPE

5.1

A SPECIFICATION OF FINITE SETS

The finite sets over a given domain constitute an abstract type
which
is fairly well understood, but nevertheless rather difficult to
reason about by machine.
This is partly due to the fact that there
are constructor rules within the type.
As the law of commutativity is
a possible source of nontermination,
it is not introduced as a
rewriting
rule,
denoted
by the symbol
•-•
instead of "->".
Additionally, the set specification demonstrates RAP's ability to
handle conditional equations.
We assume a primitive type ITEM with four constants a, b,
c,
d,
of sort Item, and an equality predicate equal_Item.
Then the type of
sets over ITEM can be defined as follows:
type SET= Set,empty,ins,cont,un,sect,subs
basedon BOOL,ITEM
sorts Set
cfuncts empty : Set,
ins : (Set,Item)Set
functs

{the empty set
}
{insert another element}

cont
(Set,Item)Bool,
un,sect : (Set,Set)Set,
subs : (Set,Set)Bool

{"

contains

"}

{union, intersection}
{"
is subset, of
" }

laws all ( x,y:Item, s,t:Set
cont(empty,x) - > false,
cont(ins(s,x),y) -> or(equal_Item(x,y),cont(s,y)),
un(empty,s) -> s,
un(ins(s,x),tl -> ins(un(s,t),x),
sect(empty,s) - > empty,
sect(insls,x),ins(t,xl I -> ins(sect(s,t),x),
cont(t,x) = false = )
sect ( ins(s, x),t) -> sect(s,t),
-
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subs(empty,s) -> true,
subs(ins(s,x),t) -> and(cont(t,x),subs(s,t)),
ins(ins(s,x),x) -> ins(s,x),
ins(ins(s,x),y) = ins(ins(s,y),x)
{commutativity; nonterminating rule}
endoftype
Instead of "ins" we
''one-element

could,

of

set'' and ''union''.

course,
also use the constructors
A lot of interesting questions can be

asked to the interpreter, e.g.
"Evaluate closed terms in set theory"
"Which are the sets that do
(resp.
element c?"
"Enumerate the subsets of {b, c, d}."

do

not)

contain

the

and so on.
Below,
these questions are reformulated in the RAP
specification language, and the interpreter results are compared with
the mathematical model one has in mind.
5.2

EVALUATION OF SET TERMS

In the presence of commutativity and idempotence,
even the
comparison of ground constructor terms becomes non-trivial . RAP
answers such questions in a satisfying manner by means of its complete
search mechanism.
Furthermore,
the subsumption optimization (cf .
[Rety et al.
85]) eliminates duplicate goals arising from double
applications of commutativity, for instance.
Evaluating the following task,
task EQSET =:
basedon SET, ITEM
goals
ins(ins(ins(empty,a),b),c)

ins(ins(ins(ins(empty,c),b),c),a)

endoftask
RAP terminates after 25 CPU secs and determines correctly that
empty substitution is a solution.
The unsatisfiable equation

the

task NONEQSET =:
basedon SET, ITEM
goals
ins(ins(ins(empty,a),b),c)

ins(ins(ins(empty,a),b),a)

end of task
is treated similarl y:

After 26

CPU

-
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secs

the

algorithm

stops

and

reports "N o solution found."
The commutativity axi o m and the conditional rules lead to more
expensi v e
computations
e v en
for
simple
e v aluations.
With
commutativity, there are no unique n o rmal forms for sets and RAP
is
not able to compare terms modulo commutativity.
The following task
shows th e e v aluation of the
intersection functi on.
Note that two
different representations for the same set are computed.
t ask SEYAL= s:
based o n SET, ITEM, BOO L
unknowns s: Set
goals
s

sect(ins(ins(ins(empty,a),b),c), ·
ins(ins(ins(empty,c),a),d))

end oftask
2 solutions found
Strategy: depth-first
Execution terminated: set of solutions is complete
CPU tim e: 202.10
List of solutions found:

5.3

[s

ins(ins(empty,c),a)J

[s

ins(ins(empty,a),c)J

TEST DATA GENERATION FOR SETS

This section deals with the second and third question.
We ask
for all sets
(built out of the items a, b, c, and di which do not
contain c.
RAP enumerates all solutions (in vario us representations),
but it does not terminate.
The exp o nential complexity leads to an
enormous consumption o f CPU time (approx.
3 hours).
task NOCONT = r2:
based on SET,ITEM,BOOL
unknowns r2:Set
goals
cont(r2,c)

false

endoftask
22 s olutions found
Strateg y : breadth-first
-
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Execution aborted by timelimit
CPU time: 10001.08
List of ;solutions found:
[r2

empty]

[r2

ins(empty,a)J

[r2

ins(empty,b)J

[r2

ins(empty,d)J

[r2

ins(ins(empty,b),a)]

[r2

ins(ins(empty,d),a)J

[r2

ins(ins(empty,a),b)J

[r2

ins(ins(empty,d),b)]

[r2

ins(ins(empty,a),d)J

[r2

ins(ins(empty,b),d)J

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,a),b),a)]

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,d),b),a)J

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,a),d),a)]

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,b),d),a)J

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,b),a),b)]

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,d),a),b)J

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,a),d),b)J

[rZ

ins(ins(ins(empty,b),d),b)]

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,b),a),d)]

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,d),a),d)]

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,a),b),d)J

[r2

ins(ins(ins(empty,d),b),d)J

Every set solution, containing at least two elemen~~, gives rise to an
infinite "blow up" of equi v alent solutions.
Therefore termination is
lost in general.
The last e x ample shows the limits of the current implementation.
An enumeration of all subsets of {b,c,d} is to be given.
However, the
set {b,c,d} itself is not found within 3 hours (CPU time).
Even the
double am o un t
of
time does hardly lead to an actual progress in
computation.
Instead, the additional time is consumed by paging.
- 29 -

task SUBSl

=

sl :

basedon SET,ITEM,BOOL
unknowns sl: Set,
goals
subs(sl,ins(ins(ins(empty,b),c),d))
endoftask
10 solutions found
Strategy: breadth-first
Execution aborted by timelimit
CPU ti me: 20004.58
List of solutions found:
[sl

empty]

[sl

ins(empty,d)J

[sl

ins(empty,b)J

[ sl

ins(empty,c)J

[sl

ins( ins(empty ,b) ,d) J

[sl

ins(ins(empty,c),d)J

[sl

ins(ins(empty,d),b)J

[sl

ins(ins(empty,c),b)]

[sl

ins(ins(empty,d),c)J

[ sl

ins(ins(empty,b),c)J

Task SUBSl, E=ecution No.

2:

5 solutions found
Strategy: depth-first
Execution stopped by user
CPU time : 16.98
List of solutions found:
[sl

empty]

[sl

ins(empty,d)]

[sl

ins(ins(empty,b),d)]

[sl

ins(ins(inslempty,d),b),,d)J
-
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true

[sl = ins(ins(ins(ins(empty,b),d),b),d))
Depth-first search performs even worse, since it gets stuck with
an infinite enumeration of equivalent representations of one solution.

-
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY

6.1

FURTHER EXPERIMENTATION

A lot of other experiments have been performed with the RAP
system
including theories as difficult as the finite sets (for
instance,
the lambda calculus)
and large axiom
systems
(e.g.
programming languages).
Interesting parts of these experiments will
be published in further reports.
The largest specification processed
by RAP up to now
(cf.
[Geser 86])
is a specification of a
microprocessor containing about 250 axioms.
Almost every specification submitted to RAP turned out to contain
(usually tri v ial)
bugs.
So the system in its present form is a good
tool for debugging specifications.
For this purpose it is extremely
important to make the interpreter transparent for the user.
The DEBUG
mode of RAP is a first step in this direction,
but more advanced
interface techniques
(windows,
graphics,
pointing devices) will be
necessary to manage the large amount of
information produced during
the execution of a task.
6.2

APPLICABILITY

We believe that interpreters for algebraic specifications
(like
RAP)
will play an important role in software development environments
based on formal methods.
It looks most promising that three powerful
techniques,
namely
logic
programming,
symbolic evaluation and
hierarchical algebraic specifications fit together consistently in one
tool.

0

RAP is an experimental system, i.e.
the implementation gave more
emphasis to a simple structure of the system than to efficiency.
It
is clear that the performance of the present system does not allow to
use it for the construction of prototypes in industrial applications,
but this is the price we paid for the flexibility,
completeness and
safety of the algorithm.
Our aim is to achieve efficiency by reducing
the inherent complexity.
This is done by keeping the computation tree
small
instead
of
linear
speedups,
e.g.
improvements
in
term-rewriting.
Due to the exponential complexity, there will always
be examples which cannot be run effectively.
For studying a new
specification, however, usually typical examples of moderate size
- 32 -

suffice.
It seems quite realistic to treat such examples by RAP-like
systems in the near future.
RAP is a rapid prototyping tool for the specification developer
rather than the customer.
To get prototypes to be presented to a
customer, further tools have to be added , for example a "specification
compiler" producing efficient code and library packages for user
interface, data management etc.

-
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APPENDIX A
LISTINGS PRODUCED BY THE RAP SYSTEM

A.1

TRACE OF TASK Tl

RAPID PROTOTYPING SYSTEM Version 1.3
Trace of task Tl

18-DEC-1985

*NEW GOAL NO . 1 GENERATED:
append(l,append(Z,empty)) ·
conc(*O,append(Z,empty))
WITH
[u = *OJ
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
*NARROWING (Rule 45):
append(Z,empty) = append(l,append( Z, empty))
WITH
[u = empty]
*DECOMPOSITION USING IRREDUCIBLE SYMBOL append
2 = 1
empty= append (Z, empty )
WITH
[u = empty]
*UNSATISFIABLE GOAL!
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
*NARROWING (Rule 46):
append(*2,conc(*3,append(Z,empty)))
WITH
[u = append(*Z,*3)]

,
append(l,append(Z,empty))

*DECOMPOSITION USING IRREDUCIBLE SYMBOL append
*Z = 1
conc(*3,append ( Z,empty )) = append(Z,empty)
WITH
[u = append(*Z,*31]
*EXPANSION OF VA RIABLE *2
- 36 -

conc(*3,append(2,empty))
WITH
[u = append(l,*3))

append(Z,emp ty)

*NEW GOAL NO. 2 GENERATED
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
*NARROWING (Rule 45):
append(Z,empty) = append(Z,empty)
WITH
[u = append(l,empty ) J
*DECOMPOSITION USING IRREDUCIBLE SYMBOL append
*DECOMPOSITION USING IRREDUCIBLE SYMBOL empty
2

=

2

WITH
[u = append(l,empty))
*SUCCESS
*** Solution found***
[u = append(l,empty)J
CONTINUE?

y

*CURRENT GOAL: 2
*NARROWING (Rule 46):
append(*6,conc(*7,append(2,empty)))
WITH
[u = append(1,append(*6 , *7))]

append(Z,emp ty)

*DECOMPOSITION USING IRREDUCIBLE SYMBOL append
*6 = 2
conc(*7,append(Z,empty)) = empt y
WITH
[u = append(l,append ( *6,* 7)))
*EXPANSION OF VARIABLE *6
conc(*7,append(2,empty)) = empty
WITH
[u = append(l,append(Z,*7 )) ]
*NEW GOAL NO. 3 GENERATED
*CURRENT GOAL: 3
*NARROWING ( Rule 45):
ippend(Z,empty) = empty
WITH
[u = append(l,append(Z,empty))J
*UNSATISFIABLE GOAL!
*CURRENT GOAL: 3
*NARROWING ( Ru le 46 ) :
append(*l0,conc(*ll,append(Z,empty))I = emp €y
WITH
[u = append(l,append(Z,append(*l0,*11)))]
- 37 -

*UNSATISFIABLE GOALI
*CURRENT GOAL:
*FAIL

3

*CURRENT GOAL:
*EXHAUSTED

2

*CURRENT GOAL: 1
*EXHAUSTED
CPU TIME: 2.79

A.2

DEBUG SESSIONS COM PUTING TASK ISSl

Note:
User in put is printed boldface, the empty input (return key ) is
indicated by <RET>.

A.2.1

Depth-first Stra t egy
*NEW GOAL NO. 1 GENERATED
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
i <;;.sorted ( * O)
true
WITH
[x = *OJ
*NARROWING (Rule 51):
true = t,ru e
WITH
[ l: = empty J
*SUCCESS
*** Solution f ound* **
[ :: = e mpty J
CONTINU E?
<RET>
deb 7 <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
true
i '=·'=Or t ed ( *O)
WITH
[x = * OJ
*NARR OWING (Rule 52):
true= tru e
WITH
[x = ap pend( *l,empty)J
*SUCCESS
*** Solution f ou nd***
[x = append(*l,empty)J
-
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CONTINUE?
<RET>
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
issorted(*O)
t.rue
WITH
[ x = *OJ
*NARROWING (Rule 53):
and(le(*2,A3),issorted(append(A3,A4)))
WITH
[ x = append(*2,append(A3,A4))J

t.rue

ANEW GOAL NO. 2 GENERATED
deb? shw
GOAL No. 2
and(le(A2,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[ • = append(*2,append(*3,*4))J
GOAL No . 1
issorted(*O)
WITH
[ x = *OJ

t.rue

deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(A2,A3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(A2,append(A3,A4))J
*NARROWING (Rule 33):
and(true,issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[ x = append(*3,append(*3,*4))J
AGOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 3)

ANEW GOAL NO. 3 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 3
issorted(append(A3,A4)) = true
IHTH

[ x = append(A3,append(A3,A4))J
*NARROWING (Rule 52):
t.rue = t rue
WITH
[ x = append ( A3,append(A3,empt.y))J
*SUCC ESS
*** So lu tio n f o und***
[x

=

true

appe nd( *3,append ( *3,empty )) J
- 39 -

true

true

CON TINUE?
<RET>
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 3
issorted(append(*3,*41) = t rue
WITH
[z = append(*3,append(*3,*4)))
*NARROWING (Rul e 53) :
and(le(*3,*10),issorted(append(*10,*11)))
true
WITH
[ z = append(*3,append(*3,app en d(*10,*11))))
*NEW GOAL NO. 4 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 4
true
and(le(*3,*10),issorted(app end (*10,*11)))
WITH
[ x = append ( *3,append ( *3 , append(*10,*11))))
*NARROWING (Rule 33):
and( t rue,iss o rted(append(*l0,*11))) = true
WITH
[z = append(*lO,append(*lO,append(*lO,*ll ))i J
*GOAL REWRITTEN ( Rule 3)
*NEW GOAL NO. 5 GENERATED
deb? t
Proof Tree
( Goals displayed as <goal number >, (goal sta t us > )
1 IN WAVE
2 IN WAVE

3 IN WAVE
4 IN WA VE
5 IN I.JA VE

<- CU RRENT GOAL

deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL : 5
isso rted (app e nd( *l 0, *11 )) = true
WITH
[z = appen d( *l O,append(*lO,append(*l 0, *11))11
*NARROWING ( Ru le 52):
t,rue = tru e
WITH
[ x = append(*l O,append(*lO,append(*l O, empty) )))
*SU CC ESS
*** Solution f ou nd***
[ x

=

appendl*lO,appendl*lO,append(*lO,empty))))

- 40 -

A.2.2

Breadth-first Strategy
*NEW GOAL NO. 1 GENERATED
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
issorted(*O)
true
WITH
[x = *O]
*NARROWING (Rule 51):
true= true
WITH
[x = empty]
*SUCCESS
*** Solution found***
[ :{ = empty J
CONTINUE? <RET>
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
issorted(*O)
true
WITH
[>: = *OJ
*NARROWING (Rule 52):
true= true
WITH
[x = append(*l,empty))

*SUCCESS
*** Solution found***
[x = append(*l,empty))
CONTINUE? <RET>
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 1
issorted(*O)
true
WITH
[x = *OJ
*NARROWING (Rule 53):
and(le(*Z,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(*Z,append(*3,*4)))
*NEW GOAL NO. Z GENERATED
deb? shw
GOAL No. 1
issorted(*O)
WITH
[ :: = *OJ

true

GOAL No. Z
-
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true

and ( le(*Z,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[= = append ( * Z, append ( *3,*4))]

true

deb? <RET>
* CU RRENT GOAL: 1
t, rue
issorted ( * O)
WITH
[ :: = * OJ
*EX HAUST ED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*2,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(*Z,append(*3,*4))]
*NARROWING (Rule 33):
and(true,issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[ x = append(*3,append(*3,*4))]

t,rue

t,rue

*GOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 3)
*NEW GOAL NO.

3 GENERATED

deb? <RET>
*C URRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*Z,*3 ) ,issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[ x = append(*Z,append(*3,*4))]
*NARROWING (Rule 34) :
and(true,issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[z = append(O,append(*3,*4))]

true

true

*GOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 3)
*NEW GOAL NO . 4 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRE NT GOAL: 2
and(le ( *Z,*3) , i sso rted ( append(*3,*4) ))
WITH
[z = append(*Z,append(*3,*4))J
*NARROWING (Rule 351:
and(false,isso r t ed ( append(0,*411 ) = true
WITH
[ x = append(succ( *l O) ,append (0 ,*411]
*GOAL REWRITTEN ( Rule 5)
*UNSATISFIABLE GOAL'
- 42 -

true

deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*Z,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(*Z,append(*3,*4) )]

true

*NARROWING (Rule 36):
and(le(*12,*13 ) ,issorted(append(succ(*13),*4)))
WITH
[x = append(succ(*12),append(succ(*13) , *4))]

true

*NEW GOAL NO. 5 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*Z,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(*Z,append(*3,*4))J

true

*NARROWING (Rule 52):
and(le(*Z,*3),true) = true
WITH
[x = append(*Z,append(*3,empty))J
*GOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 4)
*NEW GOAL NO. 6 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*Z,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(*Z,append(*3,*4))]

true

*NARROWING (Rule 53):
and(le(*Z,*3),and(le(*3,*19),issorted(append(*19,*20))))
WITH
[x = append(*Z,append(*3,append(*l9,*20)))]
*NEW GOAL NO. 7 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*Z,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[ x = append(*Z,append(*3,*4))]

true

* EXHAUSTED
deb? t
Proof Tree
(Goals displayed as <goal number > , <goal status>)
1 REMOVED
2 REM OV ED <- CURRENT GOAL
3 IN WA VE
4 IN vlA VE
5 IN 11AVE
- 43 -

true

6 IN WA VE
7 IN WA VE

A.2.3

Interactive Search Control
*NEW GOAL NO. 1 GENERATED
* CURRENT GOAL: 1
issorted(>'<O)
true
WITH
( :.: = >'<OJ

,,

>'<NARROWING (Rule 51):
tru e = true
HITH
( }: = empty)

'

>'<S UCCESS
*** Solution f ou nd***
( }: = emp ty J
CONTINUE? <RET>
deb? <RET>
>'<CURRENT GOAL: 1
issorted(>'<O)
true
WITH
( :: = >'< OJ
>'<NARROWING ( Ru l e 52):
t rue= tru e
WIT H
(x = append(>'<l,empty)]
*SUCCESS
*** Solution found***
[x

.-, -:..i /. If

= app end(>'< l ,empty)]

CONTINUE? <RET>
deb? <RET>
* CURRENT GOAL : 1
issorted(>'<O)
true
141TH
[ :: = >'<O J
>'<NARR OWING (Rule 53) :
and(le(>'<2,>'<3),issorted(append(>'<3,*4)))
IHTH

(x = append(>'< 2, append(>'<3,>'<4))]
>'< NEW GOAL NO. 2 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
-
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true

I '

~

*CURRENT GOAL: 1
issorted(*O)
t rue
WITH
[ :-: = *OJ
*EXHAUSTED
deb? cur 2
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*2,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[ x = append(*2,append(A3,*41)]
*NARROWING (Rule 33):
and(true,issorted(append(*3,*41))
WITH
[x = append(*3,append(*3,*4))]

true

true

*GOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 3)
*NEW GOAL NO. 3 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 2
and(le(*2,*3),issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[ z = append(*2,append(*3,*4))]
*NARROWING (Rule 34):
and(true,issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(O,append(*3,*4))]

true

true

*GOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 3)
*NEW GOAL NO. 4 GENERATED
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: Z
and(le(*2,*3 ), issorted(append(*3,*4)))
WITH
[x = append(*2,append(*3,*4) )]

true

*NARROWING (Rule 35):
and(false ,i sso rted(append(0,*4))) = t rue
WITH
[x = append(su cc( *lO ), append( 0, *4 ) )]
* GOAL REWRITTEN ( Rule 5)
* UNSATISFIABLE GOAL'
deb? <RET>
* CU RRE NT GOAL: 2
and(le(*Z,A3),issort ed ( ap p end ( A3 ,*4 !))
WITH
(x = append(*2,append(*3,*41 )]
-
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tru e

*NARROWING (Rule 36):
and(le(*lZ,*13), issorted(append(succ(*13) ,*,4,)))
WITH
''" ' ',
[x = append(succ(*12) ,append (succ(*13),*41 ))

true
(" .

*NEW GOAL NO. 5 GENERATED
deb? cur 5
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT GOAL: 5
and(le(*l2,*13),issorted(append(succ(A13),*4))) = true
WITH
.
[x = append(succ( *l2 ),app end(succ(*13),*4)))
*NARROWING (Rule 33):
and(true,issorted(append(sucb{~13),*~I)) ~ true
IHTH
[x = append(succ(*13),append(succ(*13),*411] .
*GOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 3)
*SUBSUMED BY GOAL NO. 3
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT , GOAL: ,,::;
and(le(*12,*13),issorted(append(succ(*13),*4)))
WITH
[x = append(succ(*12),append(succ(*13),*41)]
ANARR_OWIN(, , tRu~e 3,4.1:
and(true;is•orted(~ppend(succ(*13),*4)))
WITH
[x = append(1,append(succ(*13),*4))]
*GOAL REWRITTEN (Rule 3)
*NEW GOAL NO .., 6 . GENERATED
deb? cur 6
deb? <RET>
*CURRENT .GOAL: ;6 .
issorted(append(succ(*13),*411 = true
WITH
[x = append(l,append(succ(*13),*4))]
*NARROWING ( Rule 52):
true = t ,rue
WITH
[ x = append ( 1, append (succ ( *1 .3 ), em.pty I I]
*SUCCESS
*** Solution found***
[x , = append f l,append(~ucc(*13),empty))J

CONTINUE? no
CPU TIME: 4.,61
RAP >
-
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true

true
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